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Summary

Recently Oracle released patches for vulnerability CVE-2018-2893. This vulnerability allows an unauthenticated attacker to compromise Oracle WebLogic Server. Exploits were published on GitHub and on other websites after the announcement of the security updates. There were reported attacks against vulnerable instances.

Technical Details


The vulnerability allows an unauthenticated attacker to remotely take control of a WebLogic Server. [1]

Details about this vulnerability were never made public by Oracle but only the patches. Exploits were published on GitHub and on other websites after the announced of the security updates. [2],[3],[4],[5]

There were reported attacks against vulnerable instances. [6],[7]

Products Affected

Oracle WebLogic servers running versions 10.3.6.0, 12.1.3.0, 12.2.1.2 and 12.2.1.3 are known to be vulnerable.
**Recommendations**

- Apply the Oracle July 2018 updates as soon as possible, and especially the patches for CVE-2018-2893.
- Block external access to port 7001 as the flaw is exploited via this port.
- Use detection rules in monitoring devices as for example sigma rule in [8].
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